
The U.S. Department of Health estimates that five to 20 percent of Americans will contract the flu each year, with more than 200,000 
hospitalized for flu-related complications. Even scarier is the fact that the CDC estimates that the flu kills between 3,000 and 49,000 
Americans every year. It is important to be prepared and take the required steps to clean and disinfect properly to keep building occupants 
safe and healthy throughout the flu season.

1. RegulaR hand washing 

With more than 50,000 bacteria per square inch, hands are an area where germs commonly thrive. Encouraging frequent handwashing is 
the single most effective method for reducing the spread of illness among guests and employees.  Post reminders about the importance of 
handwashing and how they contribute to infection-prevention programs. It is quick, simple, and can keep us all from getting sick.

2. Clean and disinfeCt suRfaCes and objeCts that aRe touChed often

Viruses and bacteria can remain on hard surfaces for up to 18 hours. 
To reduce illness, ensure that high-touch surfaces such as door handles, desks, 
keyboards, and phones are disinfected regularly. Use disinfectants to remove 
and kill organisms that thrive in these areas. Increase cleaning frequencies
of high-touch surfaces during the flu season to protect guests and staff
against infection.
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3. foCus on RestRooms

Germs in restrooms can easily transfer to visitor’s hands and cause illness. To thoroughly clean and disinfect restroom surfaces, 
implement a deep cleaning routine that reaches all corners and sanitizes grout lines, walls, sinks, faucets, toilets, etc.

4. don’t foRget the flooRs

Be sure to utilize an effective matting program to stop bacteria from ever entering the building. Research has shown that 96 percent 
of footwear contains dangerous bacteria. Reduce bacteria levels throughout the facility by using clean mops and tools. Prevent cross 
contamination by separating dirty water from clean water. 

5. Clean and disinfeCt CoRReCtly and safety

• Protect yourself with proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
• Dilute concentrated chemicals per instructions
• Remove visible soil and wash surfaces with a general cleaner 
• Rinse with water
• Follow with a Misco EPA-registered disinfectant to kill germs
• Always follow label directions on cleaning products and disinfectants
• Read the label to make sure it states that EPA has approved the product for effectiveness against influenza A virus
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Just some of the Misco Products effective against the 
Influenza A virus.

 Visit www.miscoproducts.com to learn more
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